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ELECTION PROJECTIONS FOR 2012 
THE MONOPOLY POLITICS MODEL AND WHY IT MATTERS 

 

 

Facts in the Spotlight: 

Control of the House of Representatives 

 Number of 2012 districts where we project Republican winners: 177 Republican winners 

 Number of 2012 districts where we project Democratic winners: 156 Democratic winners 

 Percentage of the remaining 102 no-projection districts that Republicans must win in order to 

keep a majority: 40% (41 of 102) 

Overall partisan tilt and decline in competitive districts 

 Number of 2012 districts that with Republican-leaning partisanship: 238 

 Number of 2012 districts with Democratic-leaning partisanship: 189 (with 8 even) 

 Number of 2010 districts that leaned Republican: 227 (with 199 leaning Democratic & 9 even) 

 Number of districts with a strong Republican lean ( >54% Republican): 195, up from 189 

 Number of districts with a strong Democratic lean ( >54% Democratic): 166 (up from 157) 

 Number of districts in “competitive belt” of 46% to 54%: 74 (down from 89) 

States and competition: New York compared with Texas and California 

 Texas districts where we project winners: 34 of 36 districts 

 California Democratic seats with Democrat projected to win: 33 of 34 seats 

 New York districts where we project winners: 16 of 27 districts 

 Number of New York Republicans’ seats with Republican projected to win: 1 of 7 seats 

FairVote’s Projection Model 

 

FairVote first made projections in U.S. House races in July 1997, using a groundbreaking model 

that ignored more traditional election cycle factors like incumbent voting records, campaign 

spending, endorsements, and strength of challengers. Instead, we only considered a few facts 

from previous elections that heavily weighted partisan factors: 1) incumbent performance in 

the previous two elections; 2) partisan label of incumbent; and 3) district partisanship as 

defined by the percentages of the vote earned by the presidential candidates in the district in 
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1996 compared to their national average. For open seats, we only looked at one number: 

district partisanship. 

Our model was remarkably accurate. Out of the 361 races in which we projected winners – in 

July 1997, 16 months before the election – 358 (99%) won. From these winners, 346 (96%) won 

by comfortable margins of at least 10%. Of the three projected winners who lost, two were in 

open seat elections; of the 340 incumbents predicted to win in 1997 who ended up running for 

re-election, 339 won.  

Our approach was based on a straightforward idea. Most voters are grounded in their political 

views and consistent in their voting patterns over time (particularly within a level of election 

such as federal elections compared to local races), with that consistency growing more clearly 

defined in federal elections since the end of the Cold War. Once we could find an accurate 

measure of "district partisanship" – meaning the partisan leanings of voters in a district – it 

then would be easy to project most winners because most districts tilt toward one major party 

or the other. 

We found a very accurate measure of partisanship by focusing on presidential elections and 

using relative performance of the presidential candidates in that district compared to their 

national averages. What made that metric work was the general accuracy of three assumptions: 

that the overall partisan breakdown of the country was evenly split; that partisanship in voting 

patterns was becoming increasingly nationalized in federal elections; and that presidential 

candidates were known everywhere and as a result drew support primarily based on voters’ 

views of the major parties. 

We have been proven right. Our approach to congressional elections immediately influenced 

how analysts predicted congressional elections, leading directly to Charlie Cook producing his 

Partisan Voting Index (in which he modified our approach only to factor in the two preceding 

presidential elections years rather than one). In the years since 1994 we periodically issued new 

projections and developed a more systematic spreadsheet tool for making our projections, but 

the basic projection model became widely used among election prognosticators. While savvy 

analysts like Cook have particular insights for predicting how the handful of truly competitive 

districts might go based on on-the-ground factors and polling, the overriding importance of the 

underlying partisan landscape – meaning the voters and their enduring preferences – grew to 

become accepted as the dominant factor in the great majority of congressional elections. 

The lesson for reformers and for partisans active in trying to influence the political horserace is 

that this partisan landscape has to become central to how they operate. If a candidate is with 

the right party in the right district – meaning a district that leans toward the candidate’s party – 
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he or she will probably win. But if a candidate is with the wrong party in the wrong district, he 

or she will probably lose no matter how highly-qualified and well-funded. 

It’s the same insight that we now see playing out in presidential elections. Most states are 

“safe” for one party even though both major party presidential candidates are well-funded and 

typically are strong candidates who have survived a rigorous nomination process. Their qualities 

as candidates and campaign cash only influence their party’s share of the presidential vote in 

any given state in a modest way. As a result, none of the nine or ten swing states was not 

among the 12 most competitive swing states of 2008. 

We are issuing this major report on election projections in 2012 for two reasons. First, we 

obtained presidential election results for newly drawn congressional districts and wanted to 

share that information with others, as it is not commonly known. Second, we have a 

remarkable story to tell about the best way to reform elections. We have used our data to 

contrast elections as they are today with elections as we hope they will be after replacing 

winner-take-all elections with fair voting forms of proportional representation. Adoption of fair 

voting systems for congressional elections may not be easy to secure, but our analysis and 

simulations of fair voting show that doing so is absolutely essential to the goals of establishing a 

more level playing field, giving voters the means to hold incumbents accountable, and providing 

representation to the left, center, and right. 

Our 2012 Congressional Projections 

For this year’s projections, we used a more slightly more cautious approach in making electoral 

predictions. First, we only looked at incumbents’ percentage of the vote in their most recent 

election instead of in the past two elections. Second, we factored in incumbents’ seniority, 

recognizing that longer-serving incumbents had survived election years that tilted toward both 

Democrats (2006 and 2008) and Republicans (2010). Third, we factored in changes in district 

partisanship from 2010 to 2012, but downgraded incumbent advantages because we did not 

know how many voters a given incumbent had kept from their past elections (with incumbent 

advantages tied in significant part to their history of getting to know people in a district and 

winning their votes in the past). 

Two important factors that caused some races to be given “no projection” are worth explaining 

in more detail. 

It is risky to bet against incumbents: The first factor is not controversial: incumbency is an 

advantage. Even though it is nearly certain that several incumbents will lose this year after 

being moved into districts that lean strongly against their party, it remains risky to project the 

defeat of any given incumbent without knowledge of the particulars of the campaign for and 
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against that incumbent. As a result, we are almost certain to indicate “no projection” for a 

vulnerable incumbent rather than project defeat. 

Although we would be stunned if several Republican incumbents in Illinois are not defeated, for 

example, we do not project any given incumbent’s defeat there. Similarly, even though two 

Democratic incumbents in North Carolina face very long odds in their new districts, we do not 

project their defeat. Incumbents have more resources, a history of campaigning in the district 

to build upon, and a greater ability to survive through carrying out effective constituent service 

and other tactics that make the quality of the challenger more important, at least in years 

without a “partisan wave,” which seems to be the case in 2012. 

Republicans do less well in Democratic-leaning districts: In politically balanced years, as 2012 

seems to be, Democrats do better in Republican-leaning districts than Republicans do in 

Democratic-leaning districts. To win control of the House, Democrats in fact must do better in 

such districts, as there are far more Republican-leaning districts than Democratic-leaning 

districts. As a result, we have more “no projection” races in Republican-leaning districts than in 

comparable Democratic-leaning districts. 

This second qualifier to our projection model is a delicate one, because it highlights the fact 

that our current rules do not establish a level playing field between the major parties. 

Republicans have a larger overall edge in districts that favor their party, tied to the reality that 

the Democratic vote is more concentrated in metropolitan areas.  

As a result, as long as the nation maintains a 50-50 overall balance, Republicans are far better 

positioned than Democrats to win control of the House. After the 2011-2012 redistricting, there 

are now 238 Republican-leaning districts, eight politically even districts and only 189 

Democratic leaning districts. The median congressional district is one with a 52% to 48% 

Republican advantage. 

Among districts with a strong partisan lean of at least 54% for either major party, there are 195 

such districts that lean Republican and only 166 districts that lean Democratic. This partisanship 

advantage matters. In the 2010 elections, for example, only a single Republican won nationally 

in the 155 House districts with a Democratic lean of more than 54% despite the strong 

Republican national trend that year. On the flip side, only seven Democrats won in one of the 

152 House districts with a Republican lean of more than 56%.  

As a result, Republican gains during the 2010 elections were nearly entirely in Republican-

leaning districts. Of the 52 losing Democratic incumbents, 42 represented Republican-leaning 

districts – and the remaining 10 represented districts that were less than 55% Democratic. Only 

two Republican incumbents were defeated – both first-term members who had recently won 

“fluke” elections in heavily Democratic districts: one in Hawaii (where there had been a special 
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election in which two major Democratic candidates had split the vote, allowing the Republican 

to win by plurality) and one in Louisiana (where the Democratic incumbent was facing 

indictment). 

As a practical consequence, this partisan imbalance means that Democrats can win a House 

majority only by recruiting more candidates who are able to win in districts where their party’s 

presidential ticket will lose in nationally competitive elections – and then, as incumbents, have 

voting records that allow them to distinguish themselves from their presidential nominee. 

Republicans have less incentive to recruit such candidates, even if individual Republicans might 

try to win in Democratic-leaning districts without national Republican support. 

As a result, Democrats have had far more success in Republican-leaning districts than 

Republicans have had in Democratic-leaning districts. In 2010, Republicans were highly 

successful in defeating many of these Democrats who had been able to win in Republican-

leaning districts in past years, but we will await the outcome of elections in 2012 and 2014 

before granting Republicans as many “likely win” seats as we would Democratic seats with 

comparable levels of partisanship. 

For more information, please visit our Monopoly Politics 2012 national summary of projections, 

with a chart showing projections in different categories totaled by state. For the specific 

projections of any given state, visit the state report in Monopoly Politics 2012. 


